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DEFINING CRITICAL THINKING

It is the art of thinking about your thinking while

you’re thinking , in order to make your thinking

better.

~

Richard Paul



Critical vs Creative 

Thinking

When you

are thinking

creatively,

you are

exploring

new ideas.

With Critical

thinking you

can find wrong

answers.

With Creative

thinking you

can find

wrong

questions.

When you

are thinking

critically you

are making

choices.



TEMPLES OF CRITICAL

THINKING

CRITERIA
To think critically, must apply criteria . Need to

have conditions that must be met for

something to be judged as believable.

ARGUMENTS
Is a statement or proposition with supporting

evidence. Critical thinking involves identifying,

evaluating and constructing arguments.
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3 REASONING
The ability to infer a conclusion from one or

multiple premises.



ROAD MAP TO CRITICAL 

THINKING

02

03

04

CLARITY
Could you elaborate

further?

Could you illustrate

what you mean?

PRECISIO

N
Could you be more

specific?

Could you give me

more details? ACCURA

CY
How could we check

on that?

How could be verify

or test that?

RELEVANC

E
How does that relate

to the problem?

How does that help

us with the issue?
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DEFINING THE SOCRATIC 

METHODA discussion led by a person who does nothing 

but asks questions, where each question is 

based upon the response given to the prior 

question.

A distinctive method of thought to explore the 

ramifications of certain opinions and to open new 

realms of self knowledge.
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03 Systematic deep and disciplined.



Purpose of critical thinking

The ability to

perceive the world

in a new way, make

connections

between seemingly

unrelated

phenomena.

Creativity
Logic helps in

evaluating

arguments and

strives to distinguish

good and bad
reasoning..

Logic

Best

Communicators

have capability to

think about an issue

and less likely to

react quickly to

anger.

Makes it easier to

set realistic goals.

GoalCommuni

cation



Steps to Success

Knowledge 

&Comprehension

Analysis

Application

Synthesis

Evaluation

Evaluation is the

ability to present

and defend

opinions by making

judgments about

opinions.

Synthesis is the

process of taking

new information and

compiling it in new

ways, this is where

more abstract and

thinking- outside-the

box skills come into

play.

Comprehension is

demonstrated by

the students ability

to organise,

compare and state

main ideas.

Knowledge is the

most basic skill og

remembering

specific

information, thinks

like math facts,

dates and

vocabulary.

Analysis breaks

down the

information into

parts and

examines it.

Application is the

demonstration of

being able to

actually use the

knowledge.



Problem solving

Evaluate 

the 

solution

Identify and 

define the 

problem

Analyse 

the 

problem

Identify 

possible 

solutions

Select and  

plan the 

solution

Implementi

ng the 

solution 

Problem 

Solving



Kindle your thoughts
• Thinking through critical glass:

The following combination of letters represents a sentence from which one particular 
vowel has been removed. If you can figure out 

what that vowel is and re-insert it eleven times, in eleven different places, you will be able 
to determine what the sentence is saying. 

VRYFINXMP 

LARXCDSW 

HATWXPCT 

• Case study : 

You are aspiring to become an IAS officer and you have cleared various stages and now 
you have been selected for the personal interview. On the day of the interview, on the way 
to the venue you saw an accident where a mother and child who happen to be your 
relatives were badly injured. They needed immediate help.

• What would you have done in such a situation? Justify your action


